1. Introduction. Let E be the set of even probability measures which satisfy ƒ exp(kx 2 )p(dx) < °° for all k > 0 sufficiently small. Given an integer N > 1, real numbers h> 0 and J.> > 0, 1 < i < ƒ < N, and measures p if G E, 1 < i <W, we define [11, p. 273] real-valued random variables X i9 1 < i <7V, with the joint distribution The 7^. are assumed to be so small that the integral in (2) converges for all h > 0. The inequalities we discuss are to hold for all h > 0 and all / /; -> 0 subject only to this restriction. The usual approach to (4) is first to prove the stronger (GHS) inequalities
Instead, we shall prove (4) directly for many new measures using a technique which reduces consideration to the case N = 1. Afterwards, we shall return to (5) . We state two implications of these inequalities. The first shows that the requirement that the p. in (1) have Gaussian falloff is only an apparent restriction. THEOREM 
Let p be an even probability measure satisfying
The next theorem (known for fourth degree polynomial V [3] , [10] ) on the spectrum of certain differential operators is a striking consequence of (5).
THEOREM 2. Let V(x) be an entire function with the expansion
By Theorems 4 and 5 below, we shall see that (5) is satisfied for the measures
if V is as in (6) . This is the main ingredient needed to prove Theorem 2 [10] .
2. The class G_. Below, we define a subset Q_ of measures in E for which we have the following result. For the proof, we use a closure property of G_ in order to reduce to the case TV = 1. We call this property the closure of G_ under ferromagnetic unions. for arbitrary choice ofN >l,r i >0 9 J if > 0, and p X ,. .., p N G G_. Then F 0 C G. The partition function Z(H) in (2) can be written as
i.e., m(h) is related to the average magnetization m(h) for a single site system (with spin ^i^i^jyY-at the single site) by the formula m(K) -N ^m(K). Hence, Theorem 3 for general TV is a consequence of (C) once we have proved Theorem 3 for TV = 1. We do the latter in §3. The next theorem indicates which measures belong to G_. THEOREM 
G_ contains the Bernoulli measure b(dx) and all measures of the form (7), where V(x) is as in (6). Also, G_ contains the distributions of all weak limits of
The first part of Theorem 4 will be proved after G_ is defined. 
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We define
G_ = {p: p G E and IJL (m) < 0 for all m odd}.
The condition that tt p (m) < 0 for all m odd implies an infinite string of inequalities satisfied by the moments of a measure p G G_. We refer the reader to [8] and [9] , where other moment inequalities are derived for measures which satisfy the Lee-Yand theorem.
To show that b(dx) G G_, consider Each of the 16 summands is either negative or zero according to whether an odd number or an even number of the x t equal +1. Given a measure p as in (7), the joint distribution of the random vector But when each h i = h, then s x = 2h, s 2 = s 3 = s 4 = 0. Also, ju p ( (£> 1, 1, 1) ) can be shown to be zero unless k is odd. Hence In this proof, we did not need the full force of the assumption that P & G_', viz., that Hp(rn) < 0 for all in odd. However, the latter is needed to prove Theorem 6. Also, the set of measures p for which M p ( (&, 1, 1, 1) ) < 0 for all k odd is not necessarily closed under ferromagnetic unions.
REMARK. Proofs and related matter will appear in [2] .
